Dear Members and Friends,

Please note there is updated information from the Claims Conference in the Restitution / Reparations section of this newsletter below.

Two members of the GSI Coordinating Council, Ray Fiol and Esther Finder, appear in this brief news clip: "We don’t have time to wait" Pop up Holocaust Exhibit to educate, inspire locals.
If you have not already sent us your Yom Hashoah Commemoration program information, please do: www.genshoah.org/contact_gsi.html.

Generations of the Shoah International (GSI)

Membership in our interactive leadership listserv is open to leaders / representatives of landsmanschaften and other Holocaust-related groups. If your local survivor, second generation or third generation group has not yet delegated a representative to join the GSI interactive online discussion / listserv group, please join us now. We already have dozens of members throughout the USA and from other countries. This global interactive listserv is the fastest way to reach the survivor community: genshoah@gmail.com.

For event submissions: www.genshoah.org/contact_gsi.html. Please fill out the information requested in the text areas and submit it to us at genshoah@gmail.com. You must send us your information no later than the 23rd of the month if you wish for it to appear in the upcoming month’s issue.

To search the newsletter by geographic area: Search by country for programs outside the USA or use the city and / or state abbreviations for those areas in the USA.

All times listed below are local unless otherwise stated.

Visit our GSI website at www.genshoah.org for updated information on new books, films, helpful links to Holocaust-related organizations and institutions, etc. Survivors, their children and grandchildren are welcome to post contact information for their local groups on our website.

GSI has an “open” Facebook group that anyone can join and invite others to join. Feel free to introduce yourself to your brothers and sisters in the survivor community and communicate directly with them without having to be cleared by a third party. Use the group to find old

RESTITUTION / REPARATIONS

From the Claims Conference: the annual maximum income for eligible recipients has been raised from $25,000 to $49,850 per annum. It is important to note that the calculation of income excludes all employment and government provided pensions, effectively meaning that the cap is based solely on earned income, (if the Holocaust survivor still has a job), or investment income. Details regarding the calculation of income can be found here: http://www.claimscon.org/what-we-do/compensation/background/article2/comparable-payments/

The maximum allowable assets held by the recipient has been raised from $500,000 to $997,020. This amount excludes the value of the principal residence of the survivor. If you need any additional information, the local currency equivalents can be found on the Claim Conference website: http://www.claimscon.org/what-we-do/compensation/background/article2/income-and-asset-limits/

For more information on all the changes: www.claimscon.org/what-we-do/compensation/

UPCOMING CONFERENCES

Jewish Survival and Rescue in Occupied France
March 4 & 5, 2020
Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY

50th Anniversary Scholar’s Conference on the Holocaust & the Churches
The History and Future of the Holocaust and its Memory
March 7 – 10, 2020
University of Texas at Dallas, Dallas, TX

Approaching the History of Internment:
Reconsiderations of Wartime Britain and Beyond
March 16 – 18, 2020
IAS Common Ground, Institute of Advanced Studies, Ground Floor, South Wing, University College London, Gower Street, London WC1E 6BT

Liberation 75
Global Gathering of Holocaust Survivors, Descendants, Educators and Friends
May 31 – June 2, 2020
Metro Toronto Convention Centre, Toronto, Ontario, Canada
Holocaust & Genocide Studies Conference
October 21 – 23, 2020
Middle Tennessee State University, Murfreesboro, TN
For more: Hologen.Conference@mtsu.edu

Non-German Camps During the Holocaust Period
December 7 – 10, 2020
Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel

UPCOMING WORKSHOPS, SEMINARS & WEBINARS

Jewish Education during the Nazi Period and
Holocaust Education Today
March 5, 2020 9:00 am—3:00 pm
Caroline D. Schwartz Nursing Building, Seton Hall University, South Orange, NJ

Introduction to New York’s Holocaust Curriculum
March 6, 2020 9:00 am—2:30 pm
Museum of Jewish Heritage – A Living Memorial to the Holocaust, New York, NY

Analyzing Propaganda and Teaching Media Literacy
The Holocaust as a Case Study
March 20, 2020 9:00 am – 3:00 pm
ADP Center for Teaching & Learning Technologies, Montclair State University, Montclair, NJ

Vermont Holocaust Memorial's 3rd annual Educators Workshop
Facilitated by Echoes & Reflections
Analyzing Propaganda and Teaching Media Literacy – The Holocaust as a Case Study
March 25, 2020 9:00 am – 3:00 pm
Woodstock, Vermont (Exact location and directions to be sent the beginning of March)

Teaching the Holocaust in Comparative Context
Part I: Coexistence & Rejection: Jews & Other Minorities in Modern Society, Educator's Workshop
March 25, 2020 9:00 am – 3:00 pm
Vets Hall, Ellison Campus Center, North Campus, Salem State University, 352 Lafayette St.
Salem, MA
For more information: chgs@salemstate.edu

New Approaches in German-Jewish Studies, Refugee and Migration Studies & Public Representations of German and/or German-Jewish History and Culture
March 26 -27, 2020
Appalachian State University, Boone, NC
**Introduction to New York’s Holocaust Curriculum**

April 2, 2020  
9:00 am—2:30 pm  
Museum of Jewish Heritage – A Living Memorial to the Holocaust, New York, NY

**Teaching the Holocaust in Comparative Context,**  
**Part II: Teaching Atrocities with Testimonies, Art, and Artifacts**

April 6, 2020  
9:00 am – 3:00 pm  
Petrowski Room, Marsh Hall, Central Campus, Salem State University, 71 Loring Ave,  
Salem, MA

For more: chgs@salemstate.edu

**Encouraging Racial Respect Through Holocaust Music:**  
**An Educational Workshop**

April 28, 2020  
4:30 - 7:30 pm  
Crawford Hall, Ehinger Center, Drew University, Madison, NJ

**American Heroes & Rescuers**

May 13, 2020  
9:00 am – 12:30 pm  
Collins Arena, Brookdale Community College, Lincroft, NJ

**Teaching Mass Atrocity: The Holocaust, Genocide, and Justice**

June 1 – 12, 2020  
US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC

**Confronting Difficult Issues Around Religion and the Holocaust**

June 15 – 19, 2020  
US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC

**Fifth European Summer Institute on the Holocaust and Jewish Civilisation**

June 29 – July 9, 2020  
Royal Holloway Campus, Egham, Surrey, UK

For more: imogen.dalziel.2013@live.rhul.ac.uk

**Silverman Latin American Summer Institute 2020:**  
**Holocaust, Human Rights and Social Justice**

July 14 – 17, 2020  
Holocaust Museum Houston, Houston, TX

**Summer Workshop for Scholars**

July 20 – 22, 2020  
Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel

**ASU Summer Symposium on Children in the Holocaust**

July 25 – 30, 2020  
Plemmons Student Union, Appalachian State University, Boone, NC
UPCOMING EVENTS

Now – March 15, 2020—Various venues in the Chicago area, Chicago, IL
The JCC Chicago Jewish Film Festival has various Holocaust related films. Check for dates & locations.

Now – April 20, 2020—Venues Throughout Greater Phoenix, Phoenix, AZ
Holocaust By Bullets in Greater Phoenix is a 3-month program featuring numerous educational events and activities including exhibitions, tours, lectures, films, conferences, panel and book discussions, and a keynote address by Father Patrick Desbois on April 20, 2020.

Now – May 29, 2020 and September 1 – December 18, 2020—Magnes Collection of Jewish Art and Life, University of California, Berkley, CA
In Real Times. Arthur Szyk: Art and Human Rights (1926 - 1951)

Now – May 31, 2020—Holocaust Documentation & Education Center, 303 N. Federal Hwy, Dania Beach, FL
Exhibition: Israel Then & Now featuring the authentic flag from the Exodus. Fees. For more: education@hdec.org | (954) 929-5690 x 304.

Exhibit: Rendering Witness: Holocaust Era Art as Testimony

Now – August 16, 2020—Museum of Jewish Heritage, 36 Battery Pl, New York, NY
Exhibit: Ordinary Treasures: Highlights from the Museum of Jewish Heritage Collection, inspired by the Museum’s original Core Exhibition and by the Museum publication To Life: 36 Stories of Memory and Hope. Free one-hour guided tours available Tuesdays at 3:00 pm.

Now—August 30, 2020 — Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Exhibit: Auschwitz. Not long ago. Not far away. The most comprehensive exhibition dedicated to the history of Auschwitz and its role in the Holocaust ever presented in North America, bringing together over 700 original objects and 400 photographs of Auschwitz, from over 20 institutions and museums around the world.

Now – October 18, 2020—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
Exhibit: They Shall be Counted: The Theresienstadt Ghetto Art of Erich Lichtblau-Lesky.

March 1, 2020, 10:30 am-7:30 pm—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
JCC Chicago Jewish Film Festival. The seventh annual JCC Chicago Jewish Film Festival features recent released documentary and feature films. This year’s titles are A Bag of Marbles, Chichinette: How I Accidentally Became a Spy, The Mover and Prosecuting Evil: The Extraordinary World of Ben Ferencz. Fees. For more: www.ilholocaustmuseum.org/events

March 2, 2020, 7:00 pm —Center for Jewish History, 15 West 16th St, New York, NY
The Odyssey of An Apple Thief; an event with readings and music celebrating the release of a new English translation of the autobiography of Lithuanian Holocaust survivor Moishe Rozenbaumas.
March 2, 2020, 7:00 pm—Gordon Center for Performing Arts at the Rosenbloom Owings Mills JCC, 3506 Gwynnbrook Ave, Owings Mills, MD
Reconsidering the Catholic Church and the Holocaust: Special Film Screening and Discussion. Fees.

March 2, 2020, 7:30 pm—Chabad at Short Hills / Millburn - Center for Jewish Life, 650 South Orange Ave, Short Hills, NJ
Survivor Series featuring Johanna Reiss, author of The Upstairs Room. For more information: 973-535-1800

March 3, 2020, 4:30 pm—1210 Heller Hall, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN
Psychological Trauma and Memory Politics in Hiroshima and Auschwitz. Lecture by Professor Ran Zwigenberg, Asian Studies and Jewish Studies, Pennsylvania State University.

March 3, 2020, 7:00 pm—Saint Joseph’s University Teletorium in Mandeville Hall, 5600 City Ave, Philadelphia, PA
Reconsidering the Catholic Church and the Holocaust: Special Film Screening and Discussion. Fees.

March 3, 2020, 7:00 pm—Samuel & Rebecca Astor Judaica Library, Lawrence Family JCC, 4126 Executive Dr, La Jolla, CA
Jewish Poets – Jewish Voices featuring poetry and songs written during the Holocaust. RSVP.

March 3, 2020, 7:30 pm—Nicholas Music Center, 85 George Street, Rutgers University, New Brunswick, NJ
Musical performance and talk: Letters to Erich: Family Separation and Holocaust Memory with Ted Rosenthal. Rosenthal will also discuss the opera’s backstory, as it was composed from letters between Rosenthal’s grandmother, trapped in Nazi Germany, and his father Erich, who immigrated to Chicago.

March 4, 2020, 1:25 pm—330 Anderson Hall, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN
Entangled Memories: Hiroshima, Jerusalem, and the Emergence of Global Memory Culture. Lecture by Professor Ran Zwigenberg, Asian studies and Jewish studies, Pennsylvania State University.

March 5, 2020, 12:00 pm—H-Wing auditorium (H129), Ramapo College, Mahwah, NJ
World Renown Researcher to Discuss Intergenerational Effects of Trauma with Rachel Yehuda, PhD.

March 5, 2020, 4:00 pm—Faculty Center, UCLA, Los Angeles, CA
The Implicated Subject Beyond Victims and Perpetrators with Michael Rothberg.

USHMM exhibit: Deadly Medicine: Creating the Master Race
March 10, 2020, 4:00 pm—314 Royce Hall, UCLA, Los Angeles, CA
The Italian Executioners: Italy and the Holocaust, 1943-45

March 11, 2020, 1:00 pm—ADL Conference Center, 605 Third Ave, New York, NY
Greek Jewry through the Ages with guest speaker Professor Asher J Matathias, Queens College. Please RSVP by March 4th to hidden-child@adl.org, security requires all names.

March 11, 2020, 11:45 am—Henry & Sandra Friedman Holocaust Center for Humanity, 2045 2nd Ave, Seattle, WA
Lunch and Learn: The Yellow Star House with author Paul Regelbrugge. Fees.

March 11, 2020, 7:00 pm—Museum of Jewish Heritage, 36 Battery Pl, New York, NY
Heroines of the Holocaust with Lori Weintrob, Director, Wagner College Holocaust Center and Auschwitz survivor Rachel Rachama Roth.

March 11, 2020, 7:00 pm—Rainis Auditorium, College of Saint Elizabeth, Morristown, NJ
America and its Jews in the 1930s with Dr. Hasia Diner.

March 12, 2020, 12:00 pm—H Wing Auditorium (H129), Ramapo College, Mahwah, NJ
Author to Speak About Her Book, Tehran Children: A Holocaust Refugee Odyssey with Mikhal Dekel, PhD.

March 12, 2020, 7:00 pm—Congregation Emanu-El B'ne Jeshurun, 2020 West Brown Deer Rd, River Hills, WI
Searching for Survivors: The Fate of the St. Louis Passengers.

March 15, 2020, 1:00 pm—Holocaust Memorial & Tolerance Center of Nassau County, Glen Cove, NY
Film screening: Documenting Hate: New American Nazis. Suggested donation.

March 15, 2020, 1:00 pm — Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
Stories Survivor Speaker Series: Hear Jack Jaglom discuss his experiences during the Holocaust. RSVP

March 15, 2020, 1:30 pm—Holocaust Documentation & Education Center, 303 N. Federal Hwy, Dania Beach, FL
The Jews of Greece with Elliot Colchamiro. Fees. For more information and to RSVP: education@hdec.org or call 954-929-5690 X 304

March 15, 2020, 2:30 pm—Johannesburg Holocaust & Genocide Centre, 1 Duncombe Rd. Forest Town, South Africa
Bjorn Krendorfer: Memory and Family History in Post-War Germany. RSVP: dowi@jhbholocaust.co.za.

March 16 – April 27, 2020—Blacksburg, VA, Chicago Heights, IL, Boseman, MT, Spokane, WA
Americans and the Holocaust: A Traveling Exhibition for Libraries
March 18, 2020, 6:30 pm—Holocaust Museum & Cohen Education Center, 975 Imperial Golf Course Blvd., Suite 108, **Naples FL**
Liberators will be honored with a film screening of *Footsteps of My Father*. RSVP at holocaustmuseumswfl.org.

March 18, 2020, 7:00 pm—Museum of Jewish Heritage, 36 Battery Pl, **New York, NY**
*Franci’s War* Book Launch with author **Helen Epstein**.

March 18, 2020, 7:00 pm—Congregation B’nai Israel, 2200 Yamato Rd, **Boca Raton, FL**
*The Unwanted: America, Auschwitz, and a Village Caught in Between*.

March 18, 2020, 7:00 pm—Mead Hall Founders’ Room, Drew University, **Madison, NJ**
*Generations of the Holocaust: Myths and Realities* with **Dr. Eva Fogelman**.

March 19 – 29, 2020—JCC MetroWest, 760 Northfield Ave, **West Orange, NJ**
**Twentieth Annual New Jersey Jewish Film Festival**, featuring a selection of films that address issues of the Holocaust and memory.

March 19, 2020, 5:15 pm—Uppsala University, **Uppsala, Sweden**
*XVIth Hugo Valentin Lecture* with **Dan Stone** from Royal Holloway in the UK.

March 19, 2020, 6:00 pm—Illinois Holocaust Museum, 9603 Woods Dr, **Skokie, IL**
Screening: *Final Transports & Childhood Lost*.

March 19, 2020, 6:30 pm—Henry & Sandra Friedman Holocaust Center for Humanity, 2045 2nd Ave, **Seattle, WA**
*Fact, Opinion & Propaganda* with guest speaker **John Silva**. Fees.

March 19, 2020, 7:00 pm—National Park Service Salem Visitors Center, 2 New Liberty Street, **Salem, MA**

March 19, 2020, 7:00 pm—US Holocaust Memorial Museum, 100 Raoul Wallenberg PL, SW, **Washington, DC**
*Gender and Genocide: Women’s Experience from the Holocaust to Today*.

March 19, 2020, 7:00 pm—Eissey Campus Theatre, Palm Beach State College, **Palm Beach Gardens, FL**
*The Unwanted: America, Auschwitz, and a Village Caught in Between*

March 22, 2020, 11:00 am—**Bethesda, MD**
*Children of Holocaust Survivors: Where Are We Now?* Author **Helen Epstein** will speak about her work and also what 2Gs are involved in now—writing our parents’ and our own stories, reconnecting to our family histories and fighting anti-Semitism. Fees. *RSVP for location details: genafterevents@gmail.com*
March 24, 2020, 6:00 pm—Shilling Theater, Royal Holloway, University of London, Egham, UK 'Queering Holocaust Studies'

March 24, 2020, 7:00 pm—American Jewish University, Gindi Auditorium, 15600 Mulholland Dr, Los Angeles, CA
Film screening and panel discussion: **Who Will Write Our History: Documenting Truth in the Warsaw Ghetto**.
March 25, 2020, 4:00 pm—Dorothy Young Center for the Arts, Room 106, Drew University, Madison, NJ
**Documenting the Second Generation: Daughters of Holocaust Survivors** with Aliza Augustine, an artist whose fine art narrative photography confronts the Holocaust, feminism, genocide, gender, and race.

March 25, 2020, 4:00 pm—Tam Alumni Building, UNLV, Las Vegas, NV
**Exclusion, Violence, Genocide: The Holocaust and Its Legacy** with Gregory Brown, Department of History; Stephen Bates, School of Journalism; Addie Rolnick, Boyd School of Law; Robert Futrell, Department of Sociology; Shelley Berkley, Former Congresswoman, U.S. House of Representatives; Michael Kagan, Boyd School of Law; Esther Finder, President, Generations of the Shoah – Nevada; Susan Dubin, SKM Holocaust Resource Center.

March 26, 2020, 6:30 pm—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
**Book & Author: From Day to Day: One Man’s Diary of Survival in Nazi Concentration Camps.** Odd Nansen’s diary reveals his daily struggle to survive and maintain his humanity while imprisoned in concentration camps in Norway and Germany. Timothy Boyce rescued Nansen’s diary from oblivion, after it had been out of print for over 60 years. Signing to follow. For more: [www.ilholocaustmuseum.org](http://www.ilholocaustmuseum.org)

March 26, 2020, 7:30 pm—Montgomery College, Music Bldg Room 126, 51 Mannakee St, Rockville, MD
**La Nona Kanta: The Remarkable Life of Flory Jagoda**

March 26, 2020, 7:30 pm—SFIXIO, 9737 S. Santa Monica Blvd, Beverly Hills, CA
**Women in Resistance: The Heroic Role of Women in the Holocaust** with Dr. Na'ama Shik, Director of On-Line Learning for The International School of Holocaust Studies.

March 29, 2020, 3:00 pm—Berkeley Hotel, 1401 Ocean Ave, Asbury Park, NJ
World Premiere of Documentary **Determined: The Story of Holocaust Survivor Avraham Perlmutter** at the Garden State Film Festival.

March 30 & 31, 2020, 7:00 pm—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
**Yiddish Glory: The Lost Songs of World War II**, with Russian Roma trio Loyko, singer-songwriter Psoy Korolenko and narration by Yiddish scholar Anna Shternshis.
March 30, 2020, 7:00 pm—Temple Moses, Sephardic Congregation of Florida, 1200 Normandy Dr, Miami Beach, FL
**Romaniote and Sephardic Communities: Preserving Holocaust History through Artifacts, Archives, and Research**

April 1, 2020, 4:00 pm—Dorothy Young Center for the Arts, Room 106, Drew University, Madison, NJ
**Uncovering My Family’s History in the Holocaust**, with 2G writer **Barbara Gilford**.

April 1, 2020, 7:00 pm—Osher Lifelong Learning Institute, Building 31D, Florida Atlantic University, 777 Glades Road, Boca Raton, FL
**Sephardic Communities: Preserving Holocaust History through Artifacts, Archives and Research**.

April 6, 2020, 7:00 pm—Dolan Performance Hall, Annunciation Center, College of Saint Elizabeth, Morristown, NJ
Documentary screening: **Bombing Auschwitz** with guest speaker **Dr. Rebecca Erbelding**, the award-winning author of **Rescue Board: The Untold Story of America's Efforts to Save the Jews of Europe**

April 7, 2020, 4:30 pm—Manninen Center for the Arts, Endicott College, 376 Hale St., Beverly, MA
Research discussion on antisemitism, race, discrimination, and teaching using art, and artifacts with artist **Renee Billingslea**. For more information: chgs@salemstate.edu.

April 19, 2020, 1:00 pm—Kupferberg Holocaust Center at Queensborough Community College-CUNY, Bayside, NY
**Yehoshua and Edna Aizenberg Annual Yom HaShoah Commemoration**. Screening of a special 37-minute version of the acclaimed 2018 film, Who Will Write Our History.

April 19, 2020, 1:00 pm—Congregation B’nai Tzedek, 10621 S. Glen Rd, Potomac, MD
**Yom Hashoah Holocaust Commemoration. Unto Every Person There is a Name** ceremony at 1:00, community commemoration begins at 2:15.

April 19, 2020, 1:30 pm—Beth Hillel Bnai Emunah, Wilmette, IL
Community-wide **Yom HaShoah Commemoration**. Remarks by civic and political leaders, spoken word and musical performance, and a candle lighting by Holocaust survivors and their descendants will take place. Free to the public. www.ilholocaustmuseum.org

April 19, 2020, 2:00 pm—Congregation Emanu-El, Fifth Ave and 65th St, New York, NY
**Annual Gathering of Remembrance**, New York’s largest Holocaust commemoration, in observance of Yom HaShoah.

April 19, 2020, 4:30 pm—Pozez JCC of Northern VA, 8900 Little River Trnpk, Fairfax, VA
**Yom Hashoah Commemoration. Unto Every Person There is a Name**, name reading ceremony begins at 4:40, community commemoration begins at 6:00 pm.
April 19, 2020, 3:00 pm—Ina Levine JCC, 12701 N. Scottsdale Rd, Scottsdale, AZ.
Yom Hashoah Commemoration honoring local Holocaust survivors and hearing reflections by students who recently visited Poland. For more: info@phxha.com or 480-792-6736.

April 19, 2020, 5:00 pm—Temple Sinai, 9001 Hillpointe Road, Las Vegas, NV
Las Vegas Area Yom Hashoah Commemoration with guest speaker Eric Lichtblau. For more information: genshoah1@cox.net.

April 20, 2020, 1:00 pm—Scott Student Center, Alumni Lounges (SC158), Ramapo College, Mahwah, NJ
Role of Churches in Nazi Germany and Legacies of Antisemitism to be Explored with Rebecca Carter-Chand.

April 20, 2020, 4:00 pm—Mead Hall Founders’ Room, Drew University, Madison, NJ
Yom HaShoah Commemoration: Surviving the Holocaust as a Hidden Child in Hungary with survivor Judith Bihaly.

April 20, 2020, 7:00 pm—Beth Haverim Shir Shalom, 280 Ramapo Valley Rd, Mahwah, NJ
Yom HaShoah Commemorative Concert

April 21, 2020, 12:30 pm — JCC MetroWest, 760 Northfield Ave, West Orange, NJ
Holocaust Council of Greater MetroWest and JCC MetroWest Yom HaShoah Commemoration, featuring Rebecca Erbelding, author of Rescue Board, followed by a book signing and dessert reception. For more information: or holocaustcouncil@jfedgmw.org, 973-929-3194

April 23, 2020, 6:00 pm—Bayonne City Hall, Bayonne, NJ
Yom HaShoah Commemoration: Music of Faith, Conviction and Courage with Tamara Reps Freeman, Holocaust ethnomusicologist and concert violinist.

April 27, 2020, 7:00 pm—Higgins Middle School, 85 Perkins St, Peabody, MA
Holocaust Remembrance Ceremony. For more: chgs@salemstate.edu

April 27, 2020, 7:00 pm —Center for Jewish History, 15 West 16th St, New York, NY
Where is Our Homeland? a performance by the Zisl Slepovitch Ensemble & Sasha Lurje of songs transcribed from the Fortunoff Archive for Holocaust Testimonies at Yale University.

April 29, 2020, 10:00 am—St. George Theatre, 35 Hyatt Street, Staten Island, NY
Performed by Wagner College theater students, Rising Up tells the true stories of six Holocaust survivors from Staten Island as they recall their happier days before the war and life in ghettos and camps, with original songs and words drawn from actual testimony. Explore how youth resisted the Nazis from forging ration cards to smuggling guns into the Warsaw Ghetto and why it matters today. To purchase tickets: https://stgeorgetheatre.com/2019-2020-live-performances/

April 29, 2020, noon and 6:30 pm—Central Library of Rochester & Monroe, 115 South Ave, Rochester, NY
Deadly Medicine: The Complicity of Physicians
May 4, 2020, 7:30 pm—Chabad at Short Hills / Millburn - Center for Jewish Life, 650 South Orange Ave, Short Hills, NJ
Survivor Series featuring Gerda Bikales, author of Through the Valley of the Shadow of Death. For more information: 973-535-1800


June 1, 2020, 7:30 pm—Chabad at Short Hills / Millburn - Center for Jewish Life, 650 South Orange Ave, Short Hills, NJ
Survivor Series featuring Nathan Kasdan, author of The Fields Have Eyes. For more information: 973-535-1800

**FYI… FOR YOUR INFORMATION**

*FYI…* Online newsletters

Sir Martin Gilbert Book Club

*FYI…* From the Museum of Jewish Heritage: Holocaust Curriculum Lesson Plans: The Meilman Virtual Classroom

*FYI…* For a complete list of Echoes & Reflections program offerings visit our website.

*FYI…* For information on the summer Holocaust programs offered by the American University of Paris: www.aup.edu/academics/summer-school/genocide-and-memory-studies-institute

*FYI…* With so few survivors of the Holocaust still alive today, how can we prevent the Holocaust from becoming a distant memory and actively help the next generation relate and connect to the Holocaust on a personal, emotional level? Creating Memory is an arts-based program from The Lookstein Center intended to help young people encounter the Holocaust in a personal, emotional way. Learn more and sign up for a FREE two-session mini-course about this innovative program here: www.lookstein.org/creating-memory/

*FYI…* Franci’s War, a 1974 memoir by Franci Rabink Epstein (Helen Epstein's fashion designer mother) will be published in seven countries in 2020. For all Helen's speaking events March-May, please go to the Events page on Helen Epstein’s website: helenepstein.com

*FYI…* For the latest on the Baltics

*FYI…* Journey on the Road to Freedom tour through France, Spain and Portugal July 25 – August 4, 2020. For more information and to register please click here or call (877) 797-9759.
FYI... Articles, videos, podcasts and slideshows in the news…Note: links were active when the newsletter was written but some links may now have been deactivated by the publisher. If a link doesn't work, you can look for the story using a search engine, e.g., Google, Yahoo or others.

Across Borders: International
God in the Era of Auschwitz
The Many Holocausts
Yad Vashem apologizes for historical error at World Holocaust Forum
Politicizing the Holocaust is a danger to us all
75 Years Later: Survivors and the World that Celebrates Them
Is it ethical to show Holocaust images?
Holocaust education is not a miracle drug to immunize us against hatred
Much More Than a Number | Jewish Journal
‘Beyond Duty’: Recognizing foreign heroes in the Holocaust — The Daily Campus
The Hazards of Holocaust Remembrance in Europe
As Holocaust revisionism grows in Europe, Israel steps up commemorative efforts
Opinion: Do Jews have a future in Europe? | DW | 26.01.2020
Inside Europe: Chance encounters, haunting impressions | DW | 24.01.2020
Inside Europe: Remembering the Romany Holocaust | DW | 31.01.2020
How social media is sharing hundreds of real-life stories from the Shoah
We must continue antisemitism fight – for Shoah victims
Opinion: Safeguarding history in an era of fake news
Eyewitness Drawings from inside the Holocaust
Trauma handed down from parent to child
From darkness to greatness
Two Soldiers Recall the Liberation of Dachau and Auschwitz - DER SPIEGEL International
Did the Nazis really use bodies of murdered Jews to make soap?
Arab Recognition of the Holocaust
Greta Beer, Who Fought Swiss Banks for Family Assets, Dies ...
Extremists blame Jews for coronavirus
Arab Media Joins Neo-Nazis in Blaming Jews for Coronavirus

Albania
The Promise: Why Albanians Saved So Many Jews During World War II
**Argentina**

Buenos Aires Holocaust museum debuts first Holocaust survivor holograms in Spanish

**Australia**

Melbourne survivor recounts the final days

Holocaust survivor's dress sewn from scavenged Nazi fabric part of new War Memorial display

Seventy-five years on, Australian Holocaust survivors say they can't 'forgive and forget'

‘Remember today, tomorrow and always’

‘I survived, so I am the victor’

New exhibition at NSW Parliament

Holocaust denialism and far right on rise in Australia, says Frydenberg

'Anti-Semitism is on the rise right around the globe': Holocaust education made compulsory in Victoria

**Brazil**

Brazilian Carnival parade featured costumes with swastikas. A local Jewish leader was fine with it.

**Bulgaria**

Brief / Jewish groups hail Bulgaria for preventing annual neo-Nazi march

**Canada**

They are Holocaust heroes not survivors

Holocaust survivors’ testimony will live on as holograms

From Yoni’s Desk: The muddled state of Holocaust education

Poll shows Canadians lack knowledge about the Holocaust

Phillips: Is Criticism Of The Failure Of Holocaust Education Valid?

Spiegel: Holocaust must be taught as an independent event

Young voices pay tribute to lives lost in the Holocaust | CBC News

National Holocaust monument vandalized

Farber: We need more 'upstanders' in the world

**China**

China Compares Israeli Travel Ban to Holocaust

China’s Israel envoy compares virus travel bans to Holocaust

China’s embassy in Israel apologizes for comparing coronavirus concerns to the Holocaust
Denmark
In Denmark, Auschwitz survivors lament the rise of anti-Semitism

France
Holocaust survivor seeks teens to bear witness for future
Holocaust survivor’s gruesome memories leave mark with French teens
Educators in France Advocate For Better Holocaust Curriculum

Germany
Watch: Hitler’s Jewish Neighbor Says Nazi Leader was Terrified of Being Killed
My mission to track down Josef Mengele, Auschwitz’s Angel of Death
When Rolf Mengele questioned his father, the ‘doctor’ of Auschwitz
Holocaust survivor Roza Bloch; the trial of Bruno Dey
Jewish 101-year-old woman: Hitler was my neighbor and was ‘terrified of us’
Jewish woman, 101, says Hitler was her next door neighbor in Germany
When did Hitler start hating the Jews? New evidence may change what we know.
How Did Josef Mengele Become the Evil Doctor of Auschwitz?
Germany’s Post-Nazi Taboo Against the far Right Has Been Shattered
Germany: Explosives discovered at concentration site in Thuringia
In vigils across Germany after shooting, calls of ‘Never Again’ and ‘Nazis Out’
Israel's president joins German Parliament in remembering the Holocaust | DW | 29.01.2020
Israel and Germany's presidents visit Berlin Jewish school, urge more education on past | DW | 28.01.2020
German Foreign Minister Wants More Action on Anti-Semitism - DER SPIEGEL - International
Opinion: 75 years after Auschwitz, Germany must do more to fight anti-Semitism | DW | 27.01.2020
The Frankfurt fan who survived the Holocaust | DW | 24.01.2020
The Man Who Enabled the Holocaust
Brief / Berlin film fest screens world premieres of new Holocaust movies, restored old ones
Cobblestones commemorating Holocaust victims disposed of after roadworks
How Dresden Looked After a World War II Firestorm 75 Years Ago
Why the Experimental Nazi Aircraft Known as the Horten Never Took Off

Greece
75 years after Auschwitz, a Greek survivor continues to inspire (My Jewish Learning)
Hungary

New-Nazis from across Europe rally in Budapest
Jewish Nobel Laureate Imre Kertesz is Dumped from the Hungarian Curriculum

India

UNESCO Field Offices participate in global Holocaust commemoration

Ireland

‘I have a number on my arm from Auschwitz – and people say it never happened?’
Irish presidential candidate who denied the Holocaust insists he has ‘nothing to apologise for’

Israel

Ambassador’s notebook: Entering Auschwitz with the German president
Recognise new Righteous, says Yad Vashem expert
Why wasn’t Auschwitz bombed, really? - The Jerusalem Post
Adoption of False Russian WWII Narrative Calls Yad Vashem’s Integrity Into Question
Yad Vashem apologizes for ‘unfortunate errors’ in films screened at Auschwitz commemoration
Yad Vashem Apologizes for ‘Inaccuracies’ at Holocaust Event, Whitewashing Russia
Yad Vashem: Blame us, not Russia, for ‘unfortunate’ video at Israel’s Holocaust event
Not in the name of Yad Vashem’s historians
Yad Vashem’s Bauer: Polish Holocaust distorters love dead Jews
What didn’t start World War II: Memory, commitment, and history, 75 years later
Holocaust survivors inaugurate forest in the memory of Lithuanian Jews
At 93, a Holocaust survivor’s testimony still serves justice
Holocaust survivor breaks his silence so the young will never forget
Archivists are racing to identify every Jewish Holocaust victim
Dream Come True: 93-Year-Old Holocaust Survivor Visits IDF Base
101-year-old Holocaust survivor Julius Nadel dies
Fate of 697 Jews from ‘secret transport’ finally resolved
The Boy with Raised Hands
With the far-right rising, it’s more important than ever we remember the Shoah
Voice of the Jewish News: Survivors’ legacy now in our hands
Holocaust memoir from 1945 tells us a story which was lost until recently
With clues from mysterious box, daughter solves puzzle of father’s WWII survival
Progressively Speaking: How do we teach the young about the Holocaust?
StandWithUs - Powerful speech from grandson of Holocaust survivor
A Holocaust documentary for Generation-Z
Chabad on Campus emissaries train at Yad Vashem to be Holocaust educators
Netanyahu Blasts Gantz: Fire Advisers Who Called Trump ‘Hitler’
Watch: Palestinian Professor Educates Arabs About the Holocaust
Analysis: Poisonous Legacy of ‘Hitler’s Mufti’ Makes Peace Impossible
The inside stories of three Holocaust-related musicals
What if Mossad Agents Had Caught Hitler in the Amazon Rain Forest?
Netanyahu Slams Opponent's Advisers Who Compared Trump to Hitler
Watch: Israel Cancels Holocaust Education Trips to Poland Over Virus Scare

Italy
15% of Italians say Holocaust never happened, poll finds
Swastikas Scrawled on Holocaust Family’s House Highlight Concern Over ‘Resurgence’ of Anti-Semitism in Italy

Japan
Subdued recognition in Japan for Sugihara Chiune on 75th anniversary of Auschwitz liberation

Libya
First, Libya’s Jews Were Deported. Then the SS Stepped In

Lithuania
Central Vilnius granted again for independence day march that "promises" to glorify 3 Holocaust collaborators
Hundreds of Far-Right Marchers Chant “Škirpa and Noreika Are Our Heroes” in Vilnius Old Town on Independence Day

Monaco
Monaco to open up archive on its dark Shoah history
After repeated requests, Monaco to open archives on its role in Holocaust

Netherlands
Germany gives £3.4m to Dutch Holocaust museum’s renovation
No wallflower: Margot Frank comes out of her sister’s shadow in new photos
New photos of Anne Frank’s sister released
Listen: Has the story of Anne Frank been forgotten? US college students answer
Swastikas, anti-Semitic slogans painted on headstones at Dutch Jewish cemetery

**New Zealand**

NZ must step up against antisemitism
Holocaust children honoured

**Philippines**

The president of the Philippines who saved 1200 Jews
Little known Philippines’ WWII rescue of Jews was capped by US interference

**Poland**

Righteous Among the Nations medals awarded in Warsaw
Polish diplomats in Bern tried to save 10,000 Jews during Holocaust, new research reveals
Young people in Poland are rediscovering their Jewish roots
Auschwitz Laid Bare In Harrowing Colourised Images Of Nazi Death Camp Where 1.1 Million Jews Died
Haunting newly-colourised picture of smiling boy, 4, destined for the gas chamber
What Happened After the Liberation of Auschwitz
Cantor, Auschwitz survivor, ‘affirms life’ at liberation ceremony

Auschwitz's harrowing history | DW | 27.01.2020
Inside Europe: A journey to Auschwitz | DW | 24.01.2020
75 years after staring death in the eye, survivors seek closure in Auschwitz
Auschwitz, 75 years later: A race against time
How Dita Kraus became the librarian of Auschwitz

Remembering Auschwitz: Could It Happen Again? | DW | 30.01.2020
Catholic Church symbolism again becomes an issue near death grounds of Auschwitz

New Sobibor photos revealed, including 2 believed to show war criminal John Demjanjuk
Recovered Sobibor photos tell a striking story of complicity
US film crew chasing lost Holocaust trove story in Poland may face charges

Poland urged to end 'damaging' impasse at Jewish museum
New Warsaw Jewish museum chief appointed after former director withdraws from running

Poland Is Becoming a Global Capital of Chutzpah

Thou Shalt Not Be Indifferent
Susan Pollack’s story is our story

The postcard from Poland
Postcards From Auschwitz
Yes some Poles collaborated with the Nazis – but this was atypical

The Anti-Semite Who Saved Jews
In Warsaw, elderly Poles who rescued Jews during the Holocaust have a free taxi service

Poland: death of Krzysztof Kolibski, a Polish stonemason who carved Holocaust memorials

London mayor denounces Poland over Holocaust revisionism

Auschwitz hits back at ‘false’ criticism of Poland after Sadiq Khan claim

Nationalized Jewish property: Warsaw's restitution problem | DW | 27.01.2020

Church in former Auschwitz SS headquarters is ‘desecration,’ say activist rabbis

Polish diocese dismisses complaints about church near Auschwitz-Birkenau

Spain
Spanish Parade’s ‘Vile’ Holocaust Show Slammed by Israeli Embassy
Carnival float in Spain features Nazi uniforms and trains with crematoria

Spanish carnival's Holocaust-themed parade of dancing 'Nazis' sparks outrage
Spanish carnival apologizes for antisemitic Holocaust-themed parade

Top Spanish diplomat ‘horrified’ at Holocaust-themed carnival parade

Spanish town says it was told crematoria carnival float was Holocaust commemoration

Suriname
A new Holocaust memorial in Suriname

Switzerland
A Rediscovered Holocaust Memoir from 1945 Tells an Extraordinary Story

Thailand
In risqué Thai opera piece, an SS guard and Auschwitz inmate fall in love

UK
Duchess of Cambridge’s Portraits of Holocaust Survivors Inspired by Anne Frank

Duchess of Cambridge photographs Holocaust survivors for Jewish News

Duchess of Cambridge Reveals Personal Pictures of Holocaust Survivors and Grandchildren

The story behind Kate’s survivor portraits for Jewish News

Duchess of Cambridge: Why these pictures are so important to me

'You're The Lady My Wife Photographed!' - Prince William Meets Survivor Yvonne

My lost cousin, killed by the Nazis for writing an opera
Opinion – Sir Ben Helfgott: Take up the baton and hold it tight
Opinion – Rob Rinder: We must tell our children and our children’s children
A new generation is bearing witness
Michael Rosen on finding out what happened to his murdered Jewish relatives
The DNA test that let me click back to Tuszy
Opinion: Bigotry I face as HET ambassador
The Twickenham Kinderhostel
The Windermere Children: ‘Coming here made me feel human again’
Survivors take a bow as World Jewish Relief recalls its role in bringing them to Britain
Kindertransport survivor Harry Bibring dies at 93
London borough’s City Council opposes plans to build national Holocaust memorial next to Parliament
Westminster council opposes plan to build Holocaust memorial
Opinion: As Muslims, we stand with Jews to pledge: Never again
Muslim community takes Holocaust learning to heart
Opinion – Boris Johnson: The darkest of nights must never again fall
Opinion – Dr Efraim Zuroff: Battle to bring guilty to justice will not stop
A day to honour David Berger’s heartfelt wish
Stoppard’s ‘Leopoldstadt’. A master playwright’s heartrending act of revelation
Literary critic George Steiner dies aged 90
George Steiner, celebrated literary critic, dies at 90
A more fitting memorial to the Holocaust | Letter
£500k Holocaust education project to target university campus antisemitism
Government to donate £1m for preservation of Auschwitz-Birkenau
The Volunteer by Jack Fairweather review – the hero who infiltrated Auschwitz
Dispatches from hell: the extraordinary story of the hero who infiltrated Auschwitz
This young woman created 784 paintings while hiding from the Nazis
When Time Stopped by Ariana Neumann review – an extraordinary Holocaust story
We must and will always share their testimony
Survivors' grandchildren vow to continue their educational legacy
Holocaust survivors share wartime experiences with Hemel students
Young Holocaust Survivors Were Rehabilitated in Postwar Britain
Pupils 'Stand Together' in bid to raise Holocaust awareness
From sorrow comes connection

Review: The Sisters of Auschwitz

The Holocaust twin who forgave the Nazis

Discovering My Jewish Family Member’s Star Badge

Urban Dictionary publishes vile definitions of 'Auschwitz' that mock Holocaust

Watch: Irish schoolboy and Holocaust survivor meet for poignant interview

Indifference dehumanises us – An Irishman’s Diary on how Auschwitz shames us all

Auschwitz 75 years on: The Holocaust’s toll for one Dublin family

Belsen: Our Story. ‘There must be a purpose in surviving. Mine is to speak about it’

Holocaust Memorial Day: The amazing life of Scots heroine Jane Haining

Scotland's last Auschwitz survivor found love after Holocaust

Calls for memorial to honour Christian heroine of the Holocaust - The Christian Institute

Review: 'Last Stop Auschwitz' and 'The Berlin Mission'

Review: The Nine Hundred

The Tattooist of Auschwitz Heather Morris is sued over new blockbuster

‘Doctor Who’ loves its Nazi storylines, but where are the Jews? (Alma)

Ukraine

Novel shines light on Holocaust in Ukraine

'Pig-burning facility' to be built near Holocaust memorial in east Ukraine

USA

MSNBC Pundit Under Fire for Comparing Sanders Win to Nazi Victory Over France

MSNBC Host Apologizes to Sanders for Nazi Era Comparison

MSNBC’s Chris Matthews apologizes for comparing Bernie Sanders’ Nevada win to Nazi invasion

Franklin Roosevelt Betrayed Europe’s Jews

US Neo-Nazis Charged with Intimidating Jews and Journalists of Color

The Hidden Nazi | Full Measure

Black WWII soldiers who helped defeat Nazis and free Dutch ...

9 standouts as US Holocaust Museum shares New Yorkers’ artifacts from WWII

The US Holocaust Museum asked New Yorkers for their family artifacts from WWII. Here are 9 incredible donations

New Yorkers donate family WWII artifacts to the US Holocaust Museum

Women Holocaust survivors find joy in fighting poverty (AP)
At Ford-sponsored Auschwitz exhibit, no sign of founder’s role in Nazi machine

The National Archives got Ford to sponsor an Auschwitz exhibit. Henry Ford's role in the Nazi machine was not mentioned.

‘Never again’ pledge extends beyond Jewish community

Urban Dictionary criticized for ‘hurtful, disrespectful’ definition of Auschwitz

Auschwitz Defined as ‘Jewish Summer Camp’ in Online Dictionary

Auschwitz defined as ‘Jewish summer camp’ in crowdsourced online dictionary

The Mystery of the Painting in Gallery 634

‘Our last sweet thing’

Auschwitz, 75 years after liberation | Watch Video

Yad Vashem: A mission to remember the victims of the Holocaust | Watch Video

New York Remembers

‘Never Again,’ again and again - The Boston Globe

Reflecting on what was lost…

The unspeakably brutal life of Harry Haft

Auschwitz Survivor in Prescott Says She’s Forgiven Her Captors

Cecile Mosberg

Holocaust education foundation honors Livingston survivor

Survivor comes to life in the classroom

‘They totally forget that he’s not real’

Edward Kahn, Chicago Jeweler And Holocaust Survivor, Dies At 103

Stephan Ross, a death camps survivor and founder of the New England Holocaust Memorial, dies

Steve Ross, Founder Of New England Holocaust Memorial, Dies

Beverly Cassirer, whose family demanded return of $30-million painting looted by Nazis, dies waiting

How Will We Learn About the Holocaust When the Survivors Die

Remembering the survivors of Auschwitz 75 years later

Commemorating the liberation of Auschwitz 75 years later: 'Auschwitz is the symbol. We can't let that symbol go away'

New York Holocaust survivors make emotional return to Auschwitz…..

David Muir Reports: The Children of Auschwitz

Holocaust survivor from Philadelphia area takes one last trip to Auschwitz

I Thought I Understood the Shoah. A Visit to Auschwitz Changed That.
Being in Auschwitz
Holocaust survivors | From the Editor
Holocaust survivors photographed as tribute to their triumph
Inquirer photographer documents 91-year-old Holocaust survivor’s emotional visit to Auschwitz
Artist’s portraits show children as face of Holocaust
'This is a good place': Female Holocaust survivors regularly meet for exercise, meals
Opinion: My dad built bridges and witnessed the Holocaust
Holocaust survivor’s riveting tale inspires students
Holocaust survivor speaks to GMC students
Holocaust Survivor, Israeli Professor Targeted at Pittsburgh College
NWS on theday.com
Holocaust Survivor Meets Her Legacy: Jewish Babies - Atlanta Jewish Times
Holocaust survivor turns 100 years old: 'My story is not a five-minute story'
Rena Victor, 80, recounts surviving Holocaust and bombing of Hamburg – J.
The Nazis didn’t see him beneath the floor boards
I could never understand my grandmother’s sadness—until I learned her tragic story
Child survivor of Holocaust looks to young people to remember evil atrocities
Holocaust survivor who wanted her story remembered tells it one last time
Diversity & Inclusion News Item - Rye Country Day School
Levittown Holocaust survivors to be honored by Freedoms Foundation
Dr. Rafael Medoff speaks at Rambam High School on Holocaust news coverage
Their Parents Were Holocaust Survivors. That Wasn’t Their Only Secret.
Grandson of State's Only Holocaust Survivor Shares Story
'Never Again' Must Stand 75 Years Later
S.F.-based Koret Foundation gives $10 million to Shoah Foundation – J.
New exhibition shares stories of Jews who fled Nazi Germany for New York
LAMOTH Exhibition: ‘Objects From the Concentration Camps’ | Jewish Journal
Holocaust Center Launches Interactive Biography
In their own words: Stockton University uses interactive tech to learn from Holocaust survivors
Panel examines Jewish rescuers during the Holocaust | Cornell Chronicle
‘Beyond Duty’: Heroism of diplomats during the Shoah on display at Yad Vashem exhibit in Secaucus
Poetry of Holocaust victims on tap March 3 - San Diego Jewish World
Holocaust poetry and the reclamation of many identities
"I Never Saw Another Butterfly" by Dana Sandler honors young Holocaust poets - LemonWire
Why legislation is needed to make Holocaust education more prominent in public schools: 5 questions answered
A Proven Antidote to Holocaust Ignorance - Atlanta Jewish Times
Wisconsin Assembly votes to require teaching the Holocaust
Assembly passes bill requiring teaching of the Holocaust
Holocaust Commission Stresses Education on Day of Remembrance
Holocaust Center exhibit sheds light on a century of Jewish life in Pittsburgh
Q&A with Marthe Cohn, French spy and Holocaust survivor
Holocaust survivor shares story of resiliency at Tomah High School
Cove students create memorial to children of Holocaust
New program helps Lowcountry students remember Holocaust, connect with survivors
Dominion High School welcomes Holocaust survivors for 'Adopt a Survivor' remembrance event
Virtual gallery helps keep stories of the Holocaust alive
Shoe sculpture at North Vermilion remembers the Holocaust victims
New grant for Shoah survivors and their families
Students to participate in advanced seminar in Elizabeth
A Holocaust Survivor's Daughter on How She Honors the Lost
Woman discovers father’s incredible story of surviving the Holocaust
Crescenta Valley students could be among last generation to hear first-hand Holocaust stories
Google Doodle celebrates Jewish German poet who fled Nazis
Helen Fremont pens second memoir about family secrets
A Novel Shows That We All Have the Power to Change the World
Q&A: Child of survivors helps people transition from prison into college – J.
We don’t have time to wait”. Pop up Holocaust Exhibit to educate, inspire locals.
The Beauty of Things: A Family’s Fight for Survival During the Holocaust
Violins of Hope: Her mission is to showcase ‘spirit of resistance’ – J.
Are Holocaust films Oscar bait? - comment
Former Observer reporter details hunt for Nazis in America in gripping new book
Real-life Nazi hunter warns war criminals are dying as time for justice runs out
Hunting Nazis: We Don’t Need Another Hero
Who Were The Real-Life Nazi Hunters Like Simon Wiesenthal?
Al Pacino Says Holocaust Survivor Tattoo Helped Him Get Into Character as Nazi Hunter

In ‘Hunters’, Al Pacino Stalks Nazis Into New Territory

Flashy, Splashy 'Hunters' Is More Fun Than It Should Be

Amazon’s Nazi-killer epic 'Hunters' can't tell the difference between vigilante justice and equal-opportunity sadism (Time)

Get ready for Jewsploitation, as kill squad chases Nazis in Amazon’s ‘Hunters’

Nazi-Hunting Series Goes Overboard

The real story behind ‘Hunters”, Al Pacino’s new Nazi-hunting Amazon series

Murder or mitzvah? Amazon’s ‘Hunters’ grapples with the morality of Jews killing Nazis.

Amazon’s New Series Turns Nazi Hunters Into Comic Book Heroes. In Real Life, The Were Even Cooler

Hunters: Jewish groups criticize Holocaust portrayal in Amazon show

Amazon's new show Hunters has Al Pacino leading a squad of Nazi-fighting vigilantes –but how accurate is it?

Amazon in Holocaust row about 'Hunters' series, anti-Semitic books

Auschwitz Memorial condemns Amazon’s Nazi-hunting series ‘Hunters’ as ‘dangerous’

Taika Waititi Thought ‘Jojo Rabbit’ Would End His Film Career. It Did the Opposite.

Jojo Rabbit: Watch Taika Waititi Transform Adolf Hitler Behind The Scenes

The Rise of Taika Waititi and ‘Jojo Rabbit’ | Jewish Journal

Up for six Oscars, ‘Jojo Rabbit’ is based on a novel by this supermodel author

Taika Waititi’s big win & 5 other Jewish moments from the 2020 Oscars

Netflix will stream film starring Sophia Loren as a Holocaust survivor

A family-friendly holocaust film? 'Waiting for Anya' tells tender story for all ages

"Four Winters": A Must-See Holocaust Movie (No, Really)

‘The Volunteer’ to Tell the Story of an Auschwitz Spy | Jewish Journal

Holocaust Themes in Oscars’ Best International Feature Film Race | Jewish Journal

Post-Holocaust era film ‘Those Who Remained’ screening in South Florida

Salka Viertel: Garbo’s screenwriter, Hitler’s nemesis

Virtual reality brings Holocaust history to the classroom

Speakers share first and second hand stories from Holocaust | The Ithacan

Butterflies of Hope & Remembrance Uses the 75th Anniversary of Holocaust Liberation as a Communitywide Teaching Tool

Students create art to honor holocaust victims

Alamo Heights teacher helps create state-wide Holocaust Remembrance Week
Boca teen to Holocaust survivors: 'We will continue to carry their torch'

Daughter of Holocaust survivors built program that has helped over 10,500 American immigrants - The Boston Globe

Ongoing human rights struggles inform work of Holocaust History Center, AZ Jewish Post

Joy Behar Brings Holocaust Survivor into Border Debate, It Backfires Almost Instantly

Hospital named after Jewish couple appears as ‘Nazi Hospital' after sign malfunction

David Baddiel on why he took on Holocaust deniers as others urged him to ignore them

David Baddiel on Holocaust denial: ‘The truth has never been more fragile’

Nazi flag in window of Maryland high school prompts investigation

Anti-Israel Professor Hijacks a Holocaust Conference

Anti-Israel Protesters Disrupt Talk by Renowned Holocaust Scholar at UC Berkeley

Ex-principal in Holocaust furor defends his right not to say the genocide is a fact

Holocaust education at my high school is atrocious. No wonder anti-Semitism is surging.

How to teach the lessons of the Holocaust in the school classroom

Valerie Plame Accepts More Campaign Donations From Prominent Holocaust Denier

Masked white nationalists march in Washington with police escort

The FBI just moved white supremacist terrorism to the same threat level as ISIS

ADL: White Supremacist Propaganda Circulation Leaps 120%

Extremism, Anti-Semitism In Georgia: 60 Incidents In 2019

Holocaust Educators Urge Amazon to Stop Selling Nazi Propaganda

WJC infuriated by sale of Nazi venom on Amazon

Auschwitz museum demands Amazon drop ‘Nazi propaganda’ books

Auschwitz Museum Blasts Amazon for Selling Actual Nazi Propaganda

Auschwitz Museum Blasts Amazon's Nazi 'Hunters' Film Series with Al Pacino

Amazon under mounting pressure to remove Nazi propaganda books

Amazon Continues to Sell Nazi Children’s Books, Ignoring Calls from Holocaust Memorials

Vatican

Archives on controversial war-time Pope Pius XII set to open

Opening of Vatican Archives Likely Won’t ‘Resolve Debate’ Over Pius XII’s Wartime Role

PLEAS NOTE: Notices are provided for information purposes only. Generations of the Shoah International and its Coordinating Council members, agents and representatives make no representations, guarantees or warranties about the services offered, and any person considering whether or not to use those services relies entirely on his or
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We are happy to include news on events / projects in your local communities. If you want to tell us what you are doing, just send us an email at genshoah@gmail.com and we will print it in a future newsletter. We encourage you to share this newsletter with Holocaust Survivor family members. To join GSI and receive future newsletters, to volunteer for / suggest a committee, to recommend a resource person or to submit a book recommendation, or program information, contact us at genshoah@gmail.com or visit our website at www.genshoah.org.
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